
 
 

“Find It!” - Fun and 
Functional! 

 
 

 
Have you been looking for a way to redirect your dog’s attention away from dogs or 
people? Found it! The “Find it!” game does just that and it’s simple to teach.  A dog 
who knows “Find it!” can have their attention drawn away from a distraction before 
their behavior escalates, using the verbal cue and a piece of food.  
 
Not only that, but the “Find it!” game is a great way to bond with your dog and build 
trust between you. It also keeps them occupied and is an easy form of mental exercise. 
Dogs feel confident and accomplished when they play the “Find It!” game. It’s very 
satisfying and rewarding for them to use their vision and keen sense of smell to find 
food.  
 
How to teach “Find it!” 
 
For this exercise, you’ll need some yummy smelling treats or food and a low distraction 
environment at first (inside your home).  

1) Say “Find It!” and throw a few pieces of food or kibble near your feet - help 
your dog find it at first by pointing the treats out and encouraging your pup 
with praise.  

2) Do this 5-10 more times and then stop the fun game, and try it again later - 
practicing once or twice a day. The goal is for your dog to start looking at the 
ground as soon as you say “Find It!”.  

3) After a week of repetition, start putting the food just out of the line of sight 
around the corner. You can make a trail the first few times around the corner 
so that they learn to follow their nose when they can’t see the treats. If they 
look at you at all while treats are still on the ground, give them the “Find it!” 
cue again so they start looking again.  

4) Make the game extra fun and try hiding the treats completely out of sight. For 
example, under toys and pillows or on top of chairs. You could also put your 
dog in another room while you set up a scavenger hunt in the house or 
backyard. Try scattering treats in the lawn and gravel! As soon as you are 
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ready for them to start hunting for their food, say “find it” and let your pooch 
go wild! Get creative! 
 
List of uses: 
 
The most important use of this game for reactive dogs is to use it when triggers 
are present and you want to redirect your attention away from the triggers 
(and create distance or move to a better position behind a visual barrier). Your 
dog will do best with this skill while under threshold, and may still work as you 
approach threshold depending on the environmental factors. 
 
If you’re on a walk and your dog spots something she’d like to bark at, chase or 
something potentially dangerous to sniff, try “Find it!” to redirect her attention 
away from the obstacle and back to where you want to walk.  
 
“Find it!” can also be used in many other situations! For example: 

● When guests arrive, play “Find it!” to prevent jumping by redirecting your dog’s 
attention away from the exciting new guests.  

● If your dog is a door dasher, you can use “Find It!” to redirect your attention 
away from the door while you open and close it. 

● When your dog is bored and it’s too hot to go outside, set up a scavenger hunt! 
● This could even be used to help get your dog comfortable to explore a new 

environment, like the exam room at the vet or your in-laws house. 
● Really, anytime you have a few minutes! This game builds your dog’s 

confidence, stimulates her brain, and is very rewarding. 
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